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Abstract. Lexical processing times can yield valuable insights about structure
in language and the cognitive processes that enable the use of language. The time
a brain needs to process a chunk of information gives an estimation about how
much cognitive effort is required to understand it. Previous studies show that lexical processing times of individual words are influenced by the context, i.e. the
sentence they appear in. The reason can be that human brains predict lexical features like gender and lexical categories. This paper attempts to explain variation
between lexical processing times of individual words by simulating a lexical predictive process. The simulation is done with two seperate cogntively plausible
computational models that both try to predict lexical categories of words in sentences based on the lexical categories of previous words. The predictions of the
models are compared with similar predictions by humans as well as human reading times (gaze durations) of the same sentences. The recurrent neural network
(RNN) based model predictions explain more variance in the prediction errors of
humans than the Rescorla-Wagner based model. However, the Rescorla-Wagner
model explains more variance in the reading times. The results show that the RNN
results match the conscious prediction process more closely, but the RescorlaWagner model may be a better model for explaining very quick predictions that
humans make when reading or hearing natural language.
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Introduction

Human brains are able to process information at great speeds, but complex information requires more effort and therefore more processing time. Previous studies have
shown that lexical processing times are influenced by the context words appear in (McDonald & Shillcock, 2001; Baayen, 2010). Baayen (2010) has shown that a characterlevel Rescorla-Wagner (Rescorla et al., 1972) based model can explain variance in lexical processing times. These lexical processing times can however also be influenced
by lexical categories (Hinojosa et al., 2005) and grammatical gender (Van Berkum et
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al., 2005). Therefore, lexical processing times could be influenced by high-level morphosyntactic predictions (Baayen, 2010; Luke & Christianson, 2016). The influence of
morphosyntactic predictions on lexical processing times of words in context has however not yet been studied extensively.
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Method

To study the effect of morphosyntactic predictions on lexical processing times, the
PROVO corpus (Luke & Christianson, 2018) is used. This corpus contains upcoming
word predictions by 470 humans and reading times per word withing context for the
same documents based on eye-tracking data.
To train the computational models, the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) is used.
A RNN model and a Rescorla-Wagner model are trained to predict upcoming part-ofspeech (POS) tags in the sentences of the Penn Treebank based on the POS tags of the
preceeding words.
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Results

The trained models are evaluated on the POS tags of documents in the PROVO corpus.
The human predictions in the PROVO corpus have the correct POS tag in 48% of their
predictions whereas the RNN and Rescorla-Wagner models only achieve an accuracy of
37% and 32% respectively. Both model predictions show similar biases toward certain
common lexical classes as human predictions. To explain variance in human prediction
errors with model results, ordinary least sequares (OLS) models are fit on the results.
The estimators include the actual POS tag, the word length and model outputs. The
model outputs of both the RNN model and the Rescorla-Wagner model contribute significantly to the OLS model, but the RNN model estimators explain more variance than
the Rescorla-Wagner model estimators.
Additionally, OLS models are fit to explain variance in the human reading times.
The POS tags and word lengths already explain 69% of variation in reading times, but
the RNN and Rescorla-Wagner estimators significantly improve the model fit. Interestingly, the Rescorla-Wagner model is a better estimator for reading times than the RNN
model. Moreover, Rescorla-Wagner predictions are better estimators than the human
prediction errors, but the combination of human prediction errors and Rescorla-Wagner
predictions explain even more variance (Adj. R2 = 0.72).
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Conclusion

The results show that the RNN model makes predictions of lexical classes similarly as
humans. Lexical processing times are however better explained by the Rescorla-Wagner
model. The two models explain different, but complementary aspects of human lexical
processing. Lexical processing times tell something about the effort that is required to
read text. Therefore the estimations can be useful to evaluate readability of any text. To
demonstrate this, a demo is available at https://lexical-processing.wietsedv.nl.
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